Job Order Contracting Federal
An innovative support system for Federal Job Order Contracts
The Gordian Job Order Contracting Federal solution is designed specifically to meet the needs of Federal and
DOD agencies implementing and managing IDIQ contracting programs like Job Order Contracting (JOC), SATOC
or SABER.
This collaborative system supports Federal engineering, estimating, project management and contracting users
with a procurement-specific version of our industry-standard RSMeans data. This unique data set, available
only from Gordian, has been enhanced and expanded by RSMeans data engineers to provide more precise
pricing and cost control.
The data is accessible through our web-based software platform and provides tools for core estimating,
proposal creation, task order development and contract and program management with reporting.
This unique combination of data and software is delivered with critical support activities like training and
system setup to leverage Federal owner resources and skills, empowering critical support activities like
acquisition advisement, training, and system configuration.
Job Order Contracting Federal provides an innovative solution to manage efficient, audit-worthy Job Order
Contracting programs and address common IDIQ challenges.

Benefits
• Accurate pricing and controls from industry-trusted
RSMeans data that is enhanced and expanded to
provide procurement–specific data
• Technology controls automatically validate pricing
• Automated estimate vs proposal comparison and
review tools improve efficiencies

Building knowledge

• Task order work flow, Federal Independent
Government Estimate (IGE) process and ownercontractor collaboration throughout the proposal
review and approval process is supported through
secure, role-based software
• Option to integrate dynamic local Davis-Bacon wage
rate
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Job Order Contracting Federal

Expertise
Our experienced engineers, consultants and
construction experts will ensure your Job Order
Contracting program is implemented correctly by
assisting with program development, training, as well
as software configuration and the development of a
localized dataset. You’ll also have technical support
to ensure an efficient and successful program.

Data
Job Order Contracting Federal leverages a
procurement-specific version of our industry-standard
RSMeans data. This RSMeans data Construction
Procurement Catalog has been enhanced with more
robust descriptions, notes and modifiers to give the
ultimate level of precision needed. In addition, prices
are localized and Davis-Bacon wage rates can be
integrated. Unlike estimating or manual data systems,
more precise data provides better pricing control and
reduces negotiation time and effort.

About RSMeans data
For more than 75 years, RSMeans data has been
North America’s leading source for construction cost
estimating information. Construction professionals
everywhere depend upon this quality cost data
to estimate with confidence, save time, improve
decision-making and increase profits. Gordian invests
over 22,000 hours annually, leveraging our staff’s
extensive experience in construction cost data and
research.

Software
The Job Order Contracting Federal software
allows you to quickly compile an accurate and
detailed price proposal based on the RSMeans data
Construction Procurement Catalog. The system
supports collaborative scope development and
refinement to maximize the value of projects to the
government. The system is also designed to support
Federal IGE preparation, and securely automates
the pricing comparison process to streamline and
facilitate negotiations. The result is reduced staff
effort, reduced cycle time, and increased execution
throughput. This fully automated system makes
managing a Job Order Contracting program easier
than ever before.

Building knowledge

About Gordian
Gordian is the world’s leading provider of facility
and construction cost data, software and services
for all phases of the building lifecycle. A pioneer of
Job Order Contracting (JOC), Gordian’s solutions also
include our proprietary RSMeans data and Sightlines
facility benchmarking and analysis. From planning to
design, procurement, construction and operations,
Gordian’s solutions help clients maximize efficiency,
optimize cost savings and increase building quality.
For more information, visit gordian.com/Federal
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